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Program 

SIX DAY WINE TOUR OF SOUTHERN BULGARIA 

DEPARTURE FROM SOFIA 

 

 

Day 1 

Departure direction Melnik – on the way sightseeing in Rila 

Monastery. Afternoon wine tasting "Damianitza." Hotel 

accommodation in Melnik. Wine tasting, dinner and folklore 

program in the winery of the hotel, overnight. 

 

Day 2 

Breakfast. Visit to Rozhen Monastery 

Departure to Plovdiv. Late afternoon - arrival 

and accommodation in Plovdiv. 19.00 - tasting 

wines from the region, dinner and folklore program at the house of wine "Villa 

Vinifera" in Brestovitsa village. Return to Plovdiv. Overnight. 

 

Day 3 

Breakfast. Departure to Kardjali - on the road - consideration of a natural 

phenomenon mushroom rock and visit the ancient and medieval Perperikon to 
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talk about the emergence of the wine production in these lands at the 

time of the Thracians. Visit the temple complex "Assumption", hotel 

accommodation on the lake Kardjali, one-hour boat trip on the lake, 

dinner with fish specialties, overnight. 

 

 

Day 4 

Breakfast. Departure towards 

Ivailovgrad. On the road - visit 

the Sanctuary of Orpheus near the village of Tatul and monitoring of wild 

horses in the village Karakachan Kostilkovo. Hotel accommodation in 

Ivaylovgrad, tasting and dinner at the winery "Yamantievi" night. 
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Day 5 

Breakfast. Departure towards 

Haskovo - towards examination of 

the "Deaf Stones", tasting and 

lunch at a winery in Santa 

Dimova Popovets village, region 

Stambolovo. Continue to the town 

of Hissar, where we will have wine 

tasting from the royal collection of 

wine cellar "Rose Valley" in the 

royal house in the city of Bath. Dinner and overnight at hotel in Hisar. 

 

Day 6 

Breakfast at hotel. Departure to Sofia. By way of viewing the Thracian complex in 

the village Starosel walk in Koprivshtitsa, lunch, afternoon - arrival in Sofia. 


